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Abstract

Heterogeneous materials, whether natural or artificial, are usually composed of distinct constituents
present in complex microstructures with discontinuous, irregular and hierarchical characteristics. For many
heterogeneous materials, such as porous media and composites, the microstructural features are of fundamen-
tal importance for their macroscopic properties. This paper presents a novel method to statistically character-
ize and reconstruct random microstructures through a deep neural network (DNN) model, which can be used
to study the microstructure-property relationships. In our method, the digital microstructure image is assumed
to be a stationary Markov random field (MRF), and local patterns covering the basic morphological features
are collected to train a DNN model, after which statistically equivalent samples can be generated through
a DNN-guided reconstruction procedure. Furthermore, to overcome the short-distance limitation associated
with the MRF assumption, a multi-level approach is developed to preserve the long-distance morphological
features of heterogeneous microstructures. A large number of tests have been conducted to compare the
reconstructed and target microstructures in both morphological characteristics and physical properties, and
good agreements are observed in all test cases. The proposed method is efficient, accurate, versatile, and es-
pecially beneficial to the statistical reconstruction of 2D/3D microstructures with long-distance correlations.

Keywords: Heterogeneous material; Random microstructure; Characterization and reconstruction; Statisti-
cal equivalence; Physical property.

1 Introduction

Random heterogeneous materials comprised of at least two distinct phases (including void) are ubiquitous in en-
gineering and natural environment, and typical examples include composites, alloys, concretes, soils and rocks.
Their physical properties (i.e. transport, elastic, and conductive properties) usually exhibit strong uncertainty,
due to the random distributions of different phases and the phase discontinuity on the interfaces (Torquato,
2013). Microstructural characteristics of heterogeneous media are considered to be the key to understanding
their macroscopic behaviors (Berg, 2014; Gupta et al., 2015). However, it is not trivial to quantitatively char-
acterize the random microstructures because of various reasons: (1) heterogeneous media often contain internal
structures at the microscale or even nanoscale, and thus advanced microscopy imaging techniques are the only
option for non-invasive and non-destructive measurements (Brandon and Kaplan, 2013); (2) hierarchical mi-
crostructures are often present such that the characteristic component itself comprises a structure at a smaller
scale (Yang et al., 2017); (3) the material morphology is of a random nature in terms of shape, size and spatial
distribution of different phases (Vogel et al., 2010).
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Modern microscopy imaging techniques have been able to digitize the geometry of a heterogeneous medium,
usually called a microstructure, into a 2D or 3D image at different resolution levels and various length scales.
The digital microstructure can be used for a variety of simulation or diagnostic purposes. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) (Stutzman, 2004), backscattered electron (BSE) imaging, atomic force microscopy (AFM),
optical microscopy and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are commonly-used techniques to provide 2D
visualizations of microstructures. Besides, 3D digital microstructures can be acquired through X-ray micro-
computed tomography (µ-CT) (Schlüter et al., 2014), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and focused ion
beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM). After image acquisition, image filtering and segmentation are
performed on the raw scanning images, where the raw grayscale images are converted to a more discrete form
permitting quantitative characterization and numerical modeling (Schlüter et al., 2014). For illustration, an SEM
image of a composite sample and its binary segmentation are shown in Figures 1a and 1b, respectively; and a
µ-CT image of a Gildehauser sandstone sample and its binary segmentation are plotted in Figures 1c and 1d,
respectively.

Figure 1: (a) SEM image of a composite sample (Yang et al., 2018); (b) The binary segmentation of the SEM
image (white areas denote epoxy matrix, and black regions denote silica phase); (c) µ-CT image of a Gildehauser
sandstone sample; (d) The binary segmentation of the µ-CT image (white regions denote pore phase, and black
areas denote solid matrix).

Although useful insight into heterogeneous media can be derived from modern microscopy imaging tech-
niques, it remains a critical challenge to effectively link microstructural characteristics to macroscopic material
properties. Such knowledge is of great value for predicting material properties from the observable microstruc-
tural informatics (Torquato, 2013). Additionally, microstructural characteristics can also be linked to material
formation processes, which can help to design and manufacture materials to possess desirable properties. In
practice, material properties are usually measured by experiments on physical samples or estimated from numer-
ical simulations on digital microstructure samples. However, physical sample acquisition, such as rock sample
drilling, is usually expensive, and microscopy imaging is also of high-cost (Wu et al., 2006). Without suffi-
cient physical (or digital) samples, direct experiments (or numerical simulations) are unable to correctly assess
heterogeneous media due to their stochastic nature. The complete computational model of a heterogeneous
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medium is far beyond a small number of microstructure samples, and it should cover representative samples
with all possible configurations. In other words, the complete computational model is an ensemble of repre-
sentative/statistical volume elements that share the same averaged characteristics. This situation promotes re-
searchers to find an alternative approach to understanding the microstructure-property relationships with limited
availability of physical (or digital) raw samples (Ju et al., 2014).

A reliable way to quantitatively characterize the complex microstructure is an essential prerequisite to es-
tablishing effective microstructure-property relationships. Stochastic characterization provides a statistical de-
scription of microstructural features, where the stochastic morphology of complex microstructures is reduced to
a small set of descriptors related to material properties (Torquato, 2013). As mentioned above, the number of
raw microstructures is usually limited, due to the high cost of advanced microscopy imaging techniques, which
brings a practical difficulty for accurate characterization. Therefore, stochastic microstructure reconstruction
was introduced to generate microstructural samples with statistical equivalence by using limited microstructural
information (Yeong and Torquato, 1998), and it has been proved to be an effective and economical way to tackle
this problem.

Various methods have been developed to reconstruct heterogeneous microstructures over the past few decades.
Among them, the stochastic optimization method (Yeong and Torquato, 1998) and Gaussian random field method
(Quiblier, 1984; Feng et al., 2014, 2016) are the most commonly-used approaches. The stochastic optimization
method generates a microstructure sample through an optimization procedure by setting up the optimization
objective with microstructural descriptors (Yeong and Torquato, 1998). The reconstructed trial sample is itera-
tively adjusted to minimize the statistical difference (measured by the selected descriptors) between it and the
original microstructure, in order to produce a microstructural sample that is statistically equivalent to the original
one. The simulated annealing algorithm is often used to drive the optimization procedure. This reconstruction
method is flexible and robust, and the accuracy of realizations can be controlled by setting an appropriate ter-
mination criterion for the optimization process. However, this method is very computation-intensive, due to its
iterative nature of the optimization procedure and the repetitive calculation of statistical descriptors. Gaussian
random field method (Quiblier, 1984; Feng et al., 2014, 2016) models a microstructure as a Gaussian random
field, and it produces a microstructure sample by truncating a manually generated realization of random filed.
Generally, this type of method is much faster than the stochastic optimization method to generate microstructure
samples, but it only captures the first- and second-order statistical information, which is inadequate to preserve
the morphological complexity of heterogeneous microstructures. Moreover, some other reconstruction methods,
including process-based method (Øren and Bakke, 2002), Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation (Wu et al.,
2006), multiple-point statistics method (Okabe and Blunt, 2005), patch-based method (Tahmasebi and Sahimi,
2012) and texture synthesis method (Liu and Shapiro, 2015), are also used frequently.

Effective reconstruction methods should allow accurate and efficient reconstruction of realistic microstruc-
tures, such that geometrical measurement and numerical simulation can be performed on the reconstructed sam-
ples to investigate the impact of microstructures on material properties. Recently, machine learning (Ramprasad
et al., 2017) and deep learning (Agrawal and Choudhary, 2019) have been successfully applied to characterize
and reconstruct complex heterogeneous media, because of their powerful capacities to analyze complex data and
explore hidden connections.

Caers (2001) first used the artificial neural network (ANN) to statistically model connected reservoirs. Latter,
Sundararaghavan and Zabaras (2005) considered microstructure reconstruction as a pattern recognition problem,
and they adopted the support vector machine (SVM) to reconstruct 3D microstructures by using statistical in-
formation extracted from planar images. The SVM-based reconstruction method can generate microstructure
samples with multiple features closely matching the original microstructure, but a prior database of 3D mi-
crostructures is required for feature extraction and SVM model training, which is often unavailable in practice.
In 2016, Bostanabad et al. (2016a,b) adopted the decision tree (supervised machine learning) model to learn the
stochastic feature of heterogeneous microstructures, and then statistically equivalent microstructure samples are
generated based on this characterization. As a simple supervised machine learning model, the decision tree may
not fully capture the complex morphology of heterogeneous microstructures. As Markov random field assump-
tion was used for microstructure characterization, this method may have limitations in capturing long-distance
correlations. Cang et al. (2017) developed a method to characterize and reconstruct heterogeneous microstruc-
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tures via the convolution deep belief network (CDBN). This method is able to generate samples that statistically
preserve the long-distance morphological features as well as the critical fracture strength values. Currently, this
method can only be used for 2D microstructure reconstruction, and it cannot guarantee the accuracy, because
the key parameters such as threshold are determined empirically. Mosser et al. (2017) proposed a method to
reconstruct 3D porous media by using the generative neural network (GAN), where the GAN serves as an im-
plicit description of the probability distribution of the 3D image dataset. The reconstructed samples closely
match the reference porous media in terms of pore morphology and single-phase permeability, but this method
requires a prior dataset of 3D digital images to train the GAN model. More recently, the convolutional neural
network (CNN) (Li et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018) has been used to characterize and reconstruct heteroge-
neous microstructures. GAN and CNN are powerful tools to characterize microstructures, but the efficiency to
reconstruct new samples still needs to improve, especially for large 3D microstructures.

Based on deep neural network (DNN), this paper presents a new method for statistical characterization and
reconstruction of heterogeneous microstructures in both 2D and 3D formats. To examine its performance, a
series of reconstruction tests and comparisons involving many different types of microstructures are conducted,
where the reconstruction quality is assessed by comparing both morphological and physical properties of recon-
structed and target microstructures. The main technical advantage includes: (1) using stacked sparse autoen-
coder (SSAE) and Softmax classifier, the proposed method is accurate, efficient, and applicable to a wide range
of heterogeneous materials with various morphological features; (2) using a multi-level approach to statistically
characterize and reconstruct microstructures in a hierarchical manner, the new method can accurately capture
long-distance morphological features, making it particularly suitable for the application in porous media with
long-range connectivity. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In § 2, statistical microstructure
characterization using deep neural network is presented in detail through a 2D microstructure, including basic
assumption, training data collection and process, and ‘SSAE+Softmax’ model training. § 3 explains the proce-
dure of stochastic reconstruction based on the microstructure characterization from the trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’
model. § 4 examines the performance on 2D microstructures with distinct morphologies, where the proposed
method is systematically compared with the recent machine learning-based method proposed by Bostanabad
et al. (2016a,b). In § 5, the method is extended for 3D microstructures, and the multi-level approach is devel-
oped for microstructures with long-distance morphological features. Finally, conclusions are drawn in § 6.

2 Microstructure Characterization

The raw SEM or µ-CT images of heterogeneous microstructures are in grayscale, so they are usually segmented
to represent different phases of the microstructures with distinct intensity values (Schlüter et al., 2014). Sta-
tistically characterizing the distributions of different phases within the microstructures is critical, which is the
first step to reconstruct new microstructure samples with statistical equivalence. In this section, we take the 2D
heterogeneous microstructure with two phases as the example to illustrate the proposed microstructure charac-
terization method using deep neural network, and this method can be readily extended to 3D microstructures
with multiple phases.

2.1 Markov random field

An example of 2D digital microstructure with two phases is shown in Figure 1b, where its two phases are
represented by white and black regions respectively. In computer vision, a digital image is a dot matrix data
structure that represents a typically rectangular grid of pixels. Let the matrix X(s1×s2) denote the set of pixels in
a 2D digital microstructure with size s1 × s2:

X = {Xij | 1 ≤ i ≤ s1, 1 ≤ j ≤ s2} (1)

where Xij denotes the element in the matrix X, representing the intensity value of the pixel located at row i and
column j. For the 2-phase microstructure, Xij is a binary variable described by the phase function as follows:

Xij =

{
1 if (i, j) is located at white phase
0 if (i, j) is located at black phase

(2)
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2.1.1 Markov random field assumption

Due to the stochastic nature of heterogeneous media, the matrix X corresponding to a microstructure sample
can be described by the joint probability distribution function (PDF) p(X11, X12, . . . , Xij , . . . , Xs1,s2) or p(X),
which is the perfect characterization of the microstructure X. If p(X) could be learned, it can be directly used
to reconstruct statistically equivalent microstructure samples. However, p(X) usually has an extremely high
dimension equal to the number of pixels in the image, making it impracticable to estimate p(X) from limited
number of digital images X. To simplify the microstructure characterization problem, the digital image of
a heterogeneous medium is assumed to be a Markov random filed, which can greatly reduce the computing
complexity of p(X).

MRF models a texture as a local and stationary random process, and it has been proven to be an effective
method for a wide range of textures in computer vision applications (Li, 2009). Specifically, MRF has two
assumptions (Wei and Levoy, 2000):

• Locality: each pixel Xij in the digital image is only related to its neighboring pixels Nij within a suffi-
ciently large area:

p(Xij |X(−ij)) = p(Xij |Nij) (3)

where X(−ij) denotes the rest of pixels in X excluding pixel Xij .

• Stationarity: p(Xij |Nij) is the same for all pixels regardless of the pixel location (i, j), which signifies
that different regions in the image always share the same statistical characteristics.

2.1.2 Data template and extension of MRF assumption

The geometry and size of spatial region covering the neighboring pixels Nij are important for the application of
MRF. In this study, the neighboring pixels Nij within the L-shaped region are adopted to characterize the central
pixel Xij , and the whole area covering both the central pixel and its neighborhood is called a ‘data template’, as
shown in Figure 2. The reason to choose the L-shaped data template is that the neighboring pixels Nij are prior
to the central pixel Xij in the raster scan order, which meets the requirement of microstructure reconstruction in
our method (more details will be discussed in § 3). The size of the data template is measured by the radius r,
and it should be large enough to capture the fundamental morphology features in the image.

(a) 1 central pixel (b) 4 central pixels (c) 9 central pixels

Figure 2: Data templates with central pixel(s) and neighboring pixels (neighborhood radius r = 3 pixels).

The classical MRF model only focuses on the relationship between one central pixel Xij and its surrounding
neighboring pixels Nij (Li, 2009). In this study, we extend the classical MRF assumption into more general
forms, where correlation between multiple central pixels Cij and their surrounding neighboring pixels Nij can
also be considered, and the corresponding data templates are shown in Figures 2b and 2c. The locality and
stationarity assumptions are both applied equally to the cases with multiple central pixels, and Eq. (3) can be
rewritten as:

p(Cij |X(−ij)) = p(Cij |Nij) (4)

where X(−ij) denotes the set of pixels in X excluding the central pixels Cij .
The possible configurations of multiple central pixels are much more diverse than the case of single central

pixel. Take the 4-central-pixel case as an example, there are 24 possible patterns for these 4 central pixels in a
2-phase microstructure. The purpose of MRF extension is two-fold: (1) to capture the complexity (long-distance
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correlations) of microstructures by using the proposed multi-level approach (as described in § 5); and (2) to speed
up the microstructure reconstruction process by updating multiple pixels at each iteration step (as discussed in
§ 3). One can choose the most suitable template for microstructure characterization and reconstruction to balance
efficiency and accuracy.

2.2 Data event collection

The data template is used to collect primary local patterns from the microstructure, so it has a significant influ-
ence on microstructure characterization, thereby determining the quality of microstructure reconstruction. The
selected data template scans over the entire digital image X, termed training image here, to collect data events
(Cij ,Nij) in a raster scan order. Each data event (Cij ,Nij) is a paired observation, and its configuration varies
with the location (i, j) to represent the variation of local spatial pattern in the training image X. The scanning
process starts from the top-left pixels with enough neighboring pixels to fit the data template. The border pixels
are not scanned as the central pixel, because they do not have sufficient neighborhoods to accommodate the data
template. Figure 3 illustrates the data event collection by using the selected data template to scan over the entire
training image.

Figure 3: Illustration of data event collection from the training image: (a) The training image of a 2D microstruc-
ture; (b) Data template with 4 central pixels (r = 3 pixels); (c) Partial enlarge detail of the training image with
data template scanning on it; (d) Three examples of data event (Cij ,Nij).

The conditional probability distribution function (CPDF) p(Cij |Nij) associated with the data template can
be estimated from the occurrence frequencies of data events collected from the training image:

p(Cij ,Nij) =
O(Cij ,Nij)∑
O(Cij ,Nij)

=
O(Cij ,Nij)

Oall
(5)

p(Nij) =
O(Nij)∑
O(Nij)

=
O(Nij)

Oall
(6)

p(Cij |Nij) =
p(Cij ,Nij)

p(Nij)
=
O(Cij ,Nij)

O(Nij)
(7)

where O(Cij ,Nij) and O(Nij) are the occurrence numbers of data event (Cij ,Nij) and (Nij) respectively, and
Oall is the total number of all data events collected from the training image.

2.3 Microstructure characterization via deep neural network

The core of microstructure characterization is to determine the CPDF p(Xij |Nij) or p(Cij |Nij) of the training
image X. However, explicit construction of the CPDF is complicated and computationally intensive (Wei and
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Levoy, 2000), especially for heterogeneous microstructures with complicated geometries, sometimes even im-
possible. As mentioned above, the phase value of each pixel Xij can only be 1 (white) or 0 (black) in the binary
representation of a microstructure. Therefore, the conditional probability p(Xij |Nij) associated with 1-central-
pixel data template can be considered as a class probability, which provides the probability of the central pixel
Xij to be white or black when given its neighboring pixels Nij . It is a binary classification problem, where
the phase value of Xij is the classification category and the configuration of Nij is the classification feature. In
addition, the data events (Xij ,Nij) collected from the training image are paired observations, which are perfect
training dataset to train a machine learning model for classification (Bishop, 2006). Taking the collected data
events (Xij ,Nij) as the training dataset, the machine learning classifier can be built to minimize the probability
of misclassification for any input features Nij . The class probability stored in the fitted machine learning model
will be an accurate estimation of the CPDF p(Xij |Nij). As to the CPDF p(Cij |Nij) associated with data tem-
plate having multiple central pixels, it can also be estimated in the same way. But data conversion is required
to assign a label Lij to each configuration of the multiple central pixels Cij , and then the label Lij together
with the neighboring pixels Nij will serve as a pair of observation to train the machine learning model. In other
words, the binary classification problem discussed above becomes a multi-class classification problem here, but
the basic principles remain. More details about data conversion will be explained in § 2.3.1.

An appropriate machine learning model is critical for the above classification (pattern recognition) task.
Considering the high dimension of feature data (feature data Nij usually contain hundreds of pixels, and the
number of voxels will exceed 1000 for 3D microstructure cases) and the large number of classification categories
(the number of possible classification categories for the n-central-pixel case is 2n, and it becomes even larger
for multi-phase microstructures), the deep neural network (DNN) appears to be the most attractive option. DNN
models (Schmidhuber, 2015) with multiple layers are effective for solving classification problems with complex
data, and each layer can learn/capture features at a different level.

2.3.1 Data conversion for the central pixels in data template

For the 1-central-pixel data template, the central pixel has two possible configurations, and each configuration
can be labeled by the phase value. However, for the 4- or 9-central-pixel data template, there are 24 or 29

possible configurations for the central pixels. An index label is required for each possible configuration, so that
the machine learning model can be trained to map each label to the corresponding feature data.

Figure 4: Flow chart of data conversion (taking 4-central-pixel data template as the example).

As shown in Figure 4, a 4-central-pixel data template is used to explain the data conversion procedure.
Given 4 central pixels Cij , there are 16 possible pattern configurations in total, and for each configuration,
the phase values are first recorded as a binary number, which is then translated into an integer label, denoted
by Lij . Finally, the integer label is translated into a probability vector so that the class probabilities can be
directly outputted from the trained DNN model upon new input data. The data conversion procedure remains the
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same for a n-central-pixel data template with two phases. As to multi-phase microstructures, such as 3-phase
microstructures, the data conversion still works by changing the binary number to a ternary number. It should be
noted that the data conversion is reversible, which is important for the stochastic reconstruction of microstructure
samples through probability sampling.

2.3.2 Data compression for the neighboring pixels in data template

Although the MRF assumption has been adopted to reduce dimensionality for microstructure characterization,
the number of neighboring pixels in the data template is usually large, especially for 3D microstructures with
long-distance morphological characteristics. This section explains how to extract features from the raw pixel
inputs through the stacked sparse autoencoder (SSAE) (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006; Xu et al., 2015; Wang
et al., 2016).

Autoencoder is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm that learns the representation of high-dimension
input data by finding the correlation between the data, and is especially suitable for dimensionality reduction.
Consisting of an encoder and a decoder, the autoencoder is a multi-layer feed-forward neural network trained
to represent the input through back-propagation. It compresses the input data into lower dimensional code and
then reconstructs the output from this latent-space representation. During the training process, the discrepancy
between input and reconstruction is minimized by applying back-propagation, and a set of parameters including
weights W and biases b are optimized, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The architecture of basic sparse autoencoder to compress local morphology patterns of heterogeneous
microstructures (each input patch contains 480 pixels).

A set of neighboring pixels Nij is called a ‘training patch’ here. Let Pa = (N(1),N(2), . . . ,N(m)) denote
the entire training patches collected from the training image, where N(k) ∈ RdN , m and dN are the number of
training patches and the number of pixels in each patch, respectively. Let h(l)(k) = (h

(l)
1 (k), h

(l)
2 (k), . . . , h

(l)
dh

(k))T

denote the learned high-level feature at layer l for the k-th patch, where dh is the number of hidden units in the
current layer l. Throughout this section, the superscript and subscript on a notation are used to define the hidden
layer and unit in this layer, respectively. For example, the h(1)

i in Figure 5 represents the i-th unit in the 1st
hidden layer. For simplicity, N and h(l) are used to denote an input patch and its representation at hidden layer l,
respectively.

Figure 5 shows the architecture of a sparse autoencoder. Generally, the input layer of the autoencoder
consists in an encoder, where input patches N are compressed into lower dimensional representations h. The
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output layer is a decoder which is trained to reconstruct approximations N̂ of the input patches N from the hidden
representation h. In essence, training an autoencoder is to optimize the parameters by setting the minimization
of the discrepancy between input N and output N̂ as the objective. This discrepancy is represented by a cost
function with three terms as follows:

L(θ) =
1

m

m∑
k=1

L(N(k), dθ̂(eθ̌(N(k)))) + α

n∑
j=1

KL(ρ||ρ̂j) + β‖W‖22 (8)

The first term in Eq. (8) is the mean sum-of-squared error that accounts for the discrepancy between input
N and output N̂ over the entire set of data. Encoder eθ̌(·) compresses the input N ∈ RdN into the hidden
representation h ∈ Rdh through the following equation:

h = eθ̌(N) = f(WN + bh) (9)

where W is a dh×dN weight matrix, and bh ∈ Rdh is a bias vector. The encoder is parametrized by θ̌ = (W, bh).
Decoder dθ̂(·) transforms the hidden representation h into the input space N̂ by:

N̂ = dθ̂(h) = f(WTh + bN ) (10)

where WT is a dN × dh weight matrix, and bN ∈ RdN is a bias vector. Hence, the decoder is parameterized by
θ̂ = (W T , bN ). The activation function f(·) is a sigmoid logistic function:

f(z) =
1

1 + e−z
(11)

where z is the pre-activation of a neuron. The cost function L(N, N̂) quantifies the discrepancy between input N
and the reconstruction N̂, given by:

L(N, N̂) = (N− N̂)2 (12)

The second term in Eq. (8) describes the sparsity cost, where n is the number of units in the hidden layer,
and the index j scans across all hidden units in the network. ρ̂j is the average activation value of hidden unite
j over the entire data set, and ρ is the desired activation value. KL(ρ||ρ̂j) denotes the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence between ρ and ρ̂j :

KL(ρ||ρ̂j) = ρ log
ρ

ρ̂j
+ (1− ρ) log

1− ρ
1− ρ̂j

(13)

The third term in Eq. (8) defines the regularization cost (also called weight decay term), which tends to
decrease the magnitude of the weight to prevent overfitting.

‖W‖22 = tr(WTW) (14)

The basic sparse autoencoders can also be stacked to form a hierarchical sparse deep model, where high-
order features are compressed, organized and extracted. A stacked sparse autoencoder (SSAE) is a deep neural
network consisting of multiple sparse autoencoders, where the output of each autoencoder layer is fed into the
inputs of the successive autoencoder layer. The architecture of an SSAE that consists of two autoencoder layers
is shown in Figure 6. The figure illustrates only the encoder part of each basic autoencoder, because the decoder
part is not involved in the feature dimensionality reduction when estimating the class probability for an input
patch (further explanation is provided in the next subsection). The SSAE yields a function S: RdN → Rdh(2) ,
which depresses an input raw pixels of a patch to a new feature representation h(2) = S(N). Due to large
numbers of initial parameters (weights and bias) in SSAE, it is challenging to effectively optimize the parameters
of these autoencoders. Pretraining the network of a deep autoencoder to make the initial parameters close to the
good solutions is a practical strategy to overcome this problem. The greedy layer-wise learning algorithm is an
effective method to pretrain a deep network by training each layer in turn.
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2.3.3 SSAE+Softmax classifier: An implicit form of CPDF

Softmax classifier (Bishop, 2006) is a multi-class neural network model using supervised learning algorithm,
which is used to classify the final output from the SSAE into multiple classes and calculates a probability for
each possible class. The architecture of SSAE with two sparse autoencoders followed by a Softmax classifier is
shown in Figure 6. The first autoencoder layer of the SSAE model learns primary features h(1) from the raw pixel
input N. Then, these primary features are used as the input for the second autoencoder layer of the SSAE model
to learn secondary features h(2) from the primary features. Next, these secondary features are served as the input
for a Softmax classifier layer, which is trained to map the secondary features h(2) to the corresponding labels L.
These two sparse autoencoders and the Softmax classifier are combined together to form an ‘SSAE+Softmax’
model with two hidden layers and a classification layer, as illustrated in Figure 6. After the ‘SSAE+Softmax’
classifier is properly trained, it can provide a probability vector for a new testing patch. This probability vector
contains all probabilities of the testing patch belonging to corresponding classes.

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the ‘SSAE+Softmax’ model consisting of two autoencoder layers and a Soft-
max classifier layer to classify the testing patches (local morphology patterns) of a microstructure. Only the
encoder part of each sparse autoencoder is drawn here, because the decoder part is not involved in the feature
dimensionality reduction for estimating the class probability.

Mathematically, the class probability of an input patch N belonging to class t can be written as:

p(L = t|N) = p(L = t|h(2)) = Softmax(W(0)h(2) + b(0)) =
eW

(0)
t h(2)+b

(0)
t∑K

k e
W

(0)
k h(2)+b

(0)
k

(15)

where W(0) and b(0) are the weight matrix and bias vector of the Softmax classifier, respectively, and K is the
number of classification categories. Considering the mapping relationship between the label L and the configu-
ration of central pixels C, the class probability p(L|N) from the ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier is equivalent to the
conditional probability p(C|N). From this perspective, the ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model trained by the train-
ing data (Xij ,Nij) or (Cij ,Nij) is an implicit form of the conditional probability distribution (CPDF) p(Xij |Nij)
or p(Cij |Nij). In practice, cross-validation should be conducted to prevent overfitting the ‘SSAE+Softmax’ clas-
sifier model, and thereby to improve its predictive performance on new observations.
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3 Microstructure Reconstruction

In the previous section, statistical microstructure characterization is obtained by training an ‘SSAE+Softmax’
classifier model to learn the CPDF p(Xij |Nij) or p(Cij |Nij) of the training image X. This section describes how
to generate statistically equivalent microstructure samples based on the obtained characterization.

3.1 Microstructure reconstruction procedure

The joint PDF p(Y) of the reconstructed microstructure sample Y can be expressed as:

p(Y) = p(Y11)p(Y12|Y11)p(Y13|Y11, Y12) · · · p(Yij |Y11, Y12, · · ·Yi(j−1)) · · ·
= p(Y11)p(Y12|Y(<12))p(Y13|Y(<13)) · · · p(Yij |Y(<ij)) · · ·

(16)

where Y(<ij) represents the pixel sequence ahead of the pixel Yij . If all conditional probabilities p(Yij |Y(<ij))
are known, it is feasible to sequentially generate pixel Yij by sampling from the p(Yij |Y(<ij)). As shown in
Figure 2a, the neighboring pixels Nij in the data template are all in front of the central pixel Xij in the raster
scan order. With the MRF assumption, the following relation holds:

p(Yij |Y(<ij)) = p(Yij |N(Y )
ij ) (17)

where N(Y )
ij is the set of neighboring pixels surrounding the central pixel Yij . Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (16),

the joint PDF p(Y) is rewritten as:

p(Y) = p(Y11)p(Y12|N(Y )
12 )p(Y13|N(Y )

13 ) · · · p(Yij |N(Y )
ij ) · · · (18)

where each conditional probability p(Yij |N(Y )
ij ) can be obtained by inputting N(Y )

ij into the trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’
classifier. The microstructure sample Y can be reconstructed through sequential probability sampling by giving
an initial guess of p(Y11). The effect of initialization can be ignored when the pixel sequence is long enough,
therefore, the reconstructed microstructure sample Y is statistically equivalent to the training image X in terms
of the joint PDF.

Basically, the above procedure is to reconstruct a microstructure sample through generating pixels one by
one. By using the data template with multiple central pixels (as shown in Figures 2b and 2c), multiple pixels can
be generated at each step, which can greatly speed up the reconstruction process. In these cases, the joint PDF
p(Y) can be calculated as:

p(Y) = p(C(Y )
11 )p(C(Y )

12 |N
(Y )
12 )p(C(Y )

13 |N
(Y )
13 ) · · · p(C(Y )

ij |N
(Y )
ij ) · · · (19)

where C(Y )
ij denotes the multiple central pixels in the image Y, and p(C(Y )

ij |N
(Y )
ij ) can be obtained from the

trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier by inputting N(Y )
ij .

The algorithmic workflow of the proposed characterization and reconstruction for 2D microstructures is
summarized in Algorithm 1. The 4-central-pixel data template is used as the example to describe the procedure
of microstructure characterization and reconstruction, and a schematic illustration is provided in Figure 7.

3.2 Boundary effect

As shown in Figure 7b, the boundary pixels of the initial image Y0 do not have enough neighboring pixels as
the inputs for the trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model, so their phase values will not be updated during the
reconstruction process. However, these boundary pixels still play as neighboring pixels for the corresponding
inner pixels, which will cause a negative effect on microstructure reconstruction, as shown in Figure 8b. To
tackle the boundary effect problem, a simple method is to remove the boundary and affected area from the
reconstructed image and only pick the central part as the final result, as shown in Figure 8b. In this study, a
more rational approach using periodical/reflected boundary conditions is proposed to overcome the boundary
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Algorithm 1: Stochastic characterization and reconstruction of 2D heterogeneous microstructures
Microstructure Characterization:
Data: The training image X of size s1 × s2;
Data: The selected 4-central-pixel data template with neighboring radius equal to r.
while r + 1 ≤ i ≤ s1 − 1 and r + 1 ≤ j ≤ s2 − r − 1 do

Collect the data event (Cij ,Nij) from the traing image X by using the selected data template;
Convert the multiple central pixels Cij to corresponding label data Lij ;
Move the data template to the next step in raster scan order.

end
Train the ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model M by using the training data (L,N);
Result: The trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model M.

Microstructure Reconstruction:
Data: The trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model M;
Data: The selected 4-central-pixel data template with neighboring radius equal to r;
Data: A 2D lattice gride of size s3 × s4.
Initialization: Assign binary white noise to the 2D lattice grid as the initial image Y0;
while r + 1 ≤ i ≤ s3 − 1 and r + 1 ≤ j ≤ s4 − r − 1 do

Extract the data event (C(Y0)
ij ,N(Y0)

ij ) from the initial image Y0 by using the selected data template;

Input the N(Y0)
ij to the trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model M to obtained the class probability

vector p(L|N(Y0)
ij );

Genearte a label data Lij by probabilty sampling from the class probability vector p(L|N(Y0)
ij );

Convert the label data Lij to the corresponding configuration of multiple pixles C(Y )
ij ;

Update corresponding pixels C(Y0)
ij by using C(Y )

ij ;
Move the data template to the next step in raster scan order.

end
Result: A statistically equivalent reconstructed microstructure sample Y.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Schematic illustration of microstructure reconstruction procedure: (a) A binary white noise image as
the initial state; (b) Pixels are updated by using the 4-central-pixel data template to scan the initial image in raster
scan order (it should be noted that the boundary pixels outside the blue square will not be updated, because they
do not have enough neighboring pixels).
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effect problem. Specifically, the boundary of the initial reconstruction is first removed to obtain a defect-free
reconstruction (as shown in Figure 8b); then the defect-free sample is used as a tile to build an enlarged copy with
periodical/reflected boundaries; and finally the intermediate sample with periodical/reflected boundaries is used
as the initialization to reconstruct the final sample, as shown in Figure 8c. This periodical/reflected boundary
approach can effectively eliminate the boundary effect problem in the reconstruction.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: (a) The training image. (b) The reconstructed image without setting periodical boundary. (c) The
reconstructed image with setting periodical boundary.

3.3 Size of data template

The radius r of neighboring pixel zone in the data template is an important parameter affecting the reconstruction
quality. A digital image of heterogeneous microstructure can be considered as a spatial signal, so the size of the
data template should be large enough to cover the local morphological features. Using the image in Figure 8a as
the training image, new samples are reconstructed by using 1-central-pixel data templates with different radii r,
and the reconstructed results are shown in Figure 9. The microstructure reconstruction quality is continuously
improved before r increasing to a threshold value, and no significant improvement is observed after that. This
test confirms that the selection of r has a significant influence on microstructure reconstruction quality, and it
needs to be greater than a minimum value to achieve an accurate reconstruction.

(a) r = 1 pixel (b) r = 2 pixels (c) r = 3 pixels (d) r = 4 pixels (e) r = 5 pixels

(f) r = 6 pixels (g) r = 7 pixels (h) r = 8 pixels (i) r = 10 pixels (j) r = 15 pixles

Figure 9: Microstructure reconstruction by using data templates with different radii r.

In our experience, the minimum value of r can be estimated from the two-point correlation function (TPCF)
(Torquato, 2013) of the training image. The correlation length a provides a reference value for r, and it can be
directly measured from TPCF, as shown in Figure 10. The correlation length a can also be computed by fitting
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Figure 10: Two-point correlation function and its fitting curve.

the TPCF with an exponential function as defined below (Corson, 1974):

S2(d) = (φ− φ2) exp(−3d

a
) + φ2 (20)

where S2(d) denotes TPCF, φ is volume fraction of calculated phase, and d is the distance between two points.
The correlation length a of the training image in Figure 8a is 9.83 pixels, and the reconstructed result by setting
r = 10 is visually consistent with the training image, as shown in Figure 9i. As to the 4-central-pixel and 9-
central-pixel data template, the minimum sizes of r can also be determined from the correlation length a, which
are equal to a− 0.5 and a− 1, respectively.

4 Results and Discussion

In this section, two groups of microstructures with distinct morphologies are used to examine the proposed sta-
tistical characterization and reconstruction method. The new method is also compared with a recent machine
learning-based approach (Bostanabad et al., 2016a,b) that uses the decision tree model to learn the stochastic
features of heterogeneous media. Different statistical descriptors (Torquato, 2013), including two-point correla-
tion function (TPCF), two-point cluster correlation function (TPCCF) and lineal path function (LPF), are used
to assess statistical equivalence between reconstructed and target microstructures. In addition, the time costs
for microstructure characterization and reconstruction by using different data templates are also compared. Mi-
crostructure characterization and reconstruction methods used in this study are all implemented with MATLAB,
and all tests are performed on a PC with an Intel Xeon 3.5GHZ CPU and 32GB memory.

4.1 Microstructures with short-distance correlations

4.1.1 Original microstructures

Representative images of three different microstructures are chosen as the training images, as shown in Figure
11. Each of these microstructures has unique morphology with relatively small size, and the correlation lengths
of them are 10, 10, 12 pixels respectively, which can be measured from the TPCFs in Figure 13. The first one
is an isotropic microstructure with circular inclusions embedded in the matrix; the second one is an anisotropic
microstructure with irregular-shaped inclusions; and the last microstructure is a porous medium with strong
randomness in pore shapes and sizes.

For each microstructure, we use all three data templates (as shown in Figure 2) to collect data events from the
training image, and then to train ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier models in order to learn the CPDFs of the training
image. Finally, each trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model is used to generate a set of microstructures
with 50 samples, and these samples are compared with the target microstructures by measuring the statistical
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(a) Microstructure I (b) Microstructure II (c) Microstructure III

Figure 11: The 2D training images of three microstructures with short-distance correlations (image size: 200 ×
200 pixels).

descriptors. The size of the data template is determined from the correlation length of the original microstructure,
as described in § 3.3. The parameters of ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model training are summarized in Table
1. For comparison, Bostanabad’s method (Bostanabad et al., 2016a,b) is also used to reconstruct these three
microstructures by using data templates with the same sizes.

Table 1: The parameters for ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model training

Microstructure Data template Template size r Unite number of each layer

Input layer Hidden layer 1 Hidden layer 2

I 1-central-pixel 10 pixels 220 80 40
I 4-central-pixel 10 pixels 240 80 40
I 9-central-pixel 10 pixels 260 120 40
II 1-central-pixel 10 pixels 220 80 40
II 4-central-pixel 10 pixels 240 120 40
II 9-central-pixel 10 pixels 260 140 60
III 1-central-pixel 12 pixels 312 120 50
III 4-central-pixel 12 pixels 336 140 60
III 9-central-pixel 11 pixels 308 140 60

4.1.2 Reconstruction results

As shown in Figure 12, the three columns of images are the representative reconstruction results correspond-
ing to the three target microstructures in Figure 11, by using the proposed method and Bostanabad’s method.
The first three rows (from top to bottom) of images are reconstructed from the proposed method by using the
three data templates in Figure 2, respectively. The last row provides the reconstruction results of Bostanabad’s
method. Visual inspection of these reconstructed samples implies that the isotropy, anisotropy, and randomness
of target microstructures are well preserved, and no obvious discrepancies are observed between the samples
reconstructed from the proposed method and Bostanabad’s method.

To assess whether these reconstructed samples are statistically equivalent to the original microstructures,
we compared the TPCF (S2(d)), TPCCF (C2(d)), and the LPF (L(d)) between them. All three morphological
descriptors are computed for the white phase in the images, and the results are shown in Figure 13, 14 and
15. Generally, the curves of S2(d), C2(d) and L(d) measured from the original microstructures are located
inside the red intervals which are the ranges of the statistical descriptors extracted from each set of reconstructed
microstructures with 50 samples. The relative errors (quantified by L2 norm error) between the averages of
morphological descriptors from reconstructed samples and that of the original microstructure are listed in Table
2. Each averaged curve calculated from the 50 reconstructed samples is very closed to the curve measured
from the original microstructures, with a relative error within 5.00%, and the greatest variation of the statistical
descriptor extracted from a particular reconstructed sample is usually less than 10.00%.

More specifically, the reconstructed samples of the first microstructure not only preserve the shape of cir-
cular inclusions, but also maintain the spatial distribution of the circular inclusions as evidenced by the good
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(a) 1-central-pixel case (b) 1-central-pixel case (c) 1-central-pixel case

(d) 4-central-pixel case (e) 4-central-pixel case (f) 4-central-pixel case

(g) 9-central-pixel case (h) 9-central-pixel case (i) 9-central-pixel case

(j) Bostanabad’s method (k) Bostanabad’s method (l) Bostanabad’s method

Figure 12: Representative reconstruction results (image size: 200×200 pixels) of microstructure I, II and III by
using the proposed method and Bandstand’s method.

agreements of statistical descriptors. As to the second microstructure, the reconstructed samples preserve well
the anisotropic property and the irregularity of inclusion shapes, which indicates the raster scan order of pixel
generation during the reconstruction process does not affect the reconstruction quality. The third microstructure
shows the greatest stochasticity in terms of pore shape and pore size, and the trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classi-
fier models are again able to capture stochasticity and complexity of pore geometry and reconstruct statistically
equivalent samples.

The reconstructed samples from the proposed method by using different data templates do not differ much
visually, and the statistical equivalence shows a similar accuracy level (as shown in Figure 12 and Table 2).
However, the efficiency of microstructure characterization and reconstruction by using different data templates
varies greatly, as illustrated in Table 2. The time cost of ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model training (microstruc-
ture characterization) increases significantly from using 1-central-pixel template to using 9-central-pixel tem-
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plate, while the corresponding time consumption of reconstruction declines notably. Besides the selection of
data template, the complexity of the target microstructure also influences the computational cost, because large
neighborhood and complicated classifier model are required for such microstructures. Compared with the 1-
central-pixel case, the reconstruction using 4- or 9-central-pixel template requires more computer memory, but
the reconstruction speed can be enhanced remarkably. In addition, the trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model
can be stored and used repeatedly to reconstruct microstructure samples with any size.

(a) 1-central-pixel case (b) 1-central-pixel case (c) 1-central-pixel case

(d) 4-central-pixel case (e) 4-central-pixel case (f) 4-central-pixel case

(g) 9-central-pixel case (h) 9-central-pixel case (i) 9-central-pixel case

(j) Bostanabad’s method (k) Bostanabad’s method (l) Bostanabad’s method

Figure 13: Comparison of TPCF S2(d) between the original microstructures and the corresponding reconstructed
microstructures from the proposed method and Bandstand’s method.

For the above three microstructures with short-distance correlations, the proposed method and Bostanabad’s
method have similar reconstruction accuracy, as recorded in Table 2. Bostanabad’s method is more efficient
in microstructure characterization, because the decision tree model is much simpler than the ‘SSAE+Softmax’
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(a) 1-central-pixel case (b) 1-central-pixel case (c) 1-central-pixel case

(d) 4-central-pixel case (e) 4-central-pixel case (f) 4-central-pixel case

(g) 9-central-pixel case (h) 9-central-pixel case (i) 9-central-pixel case

(j) Bostanabad’s method (k) Bostanabad’s method (l) Bostanabad’s method

Figure 14: Comparison of TPCCF C2(d) between the original microstructures and the corresponding recon-
structed microstructures from the proposed method and Bandstand’s method.

classifier model. The proposed method can reconstruct samples much faster than Bandstand’s method when
the 9-central-pixel template is adapted. Therefore, for the reconstruction of multiple samples, the proposed
method will achieve better overall efficiency than Bostanabad’s method, and the more samples reconstructed the
more time saved. However, the key advantage of the new method is to accurately generate microstructures with
long-distance morphological features, which will be discussed in the following section.

4.2 Microstructures with long-distance correlations

This section considers microstructures with long-distance correlations. Again, both the proposed reconstruction
method and Bostanabad’s method are tested on three microstructures with distinct morphological features.
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(a) 1-central-pixel case (b) 1-central-pixel case (c) 1-central-pixel case

(d) 4-central-pixel case (e) 4-central-pixel case (f) 4-central-pixel case

(g) 9-central-pixel case (h) 9-central-pixel case (i) 9-central-pixel case

(j) Bostanabad’s method (k) Bostanabad’s method (l) Bostanabad’s method

Figure 15: Comparison of LPF L(d) between the original microstructures and the corresponding reconstructed
microstructures from the proposed method and Bandstand’s method.
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Table 2: Average reconstruction errors in volume fraction (φ), TPCF (S2(d)), TPCCF (C2(d)), and LPF (L(d)),
as well as the average computational costs of microstructure characterization and reconstruction.

Microstructure Data template/ Method |∆φ| |∆S2(d)| |∆C2(d)| |∆L(d)| Average CPU time (s)

Characterization Reconstruction (1 sample)

I 1-central-pixel 2.55% 2.83% 1.34% 1.17% 161.5 198.9
I 4-central-pixel 3.15% 2.53% 1.25% 0.90% 336.1 52.6
I 9-central-pixel 2.76% 3.21% 1.51% 1.52% 529.2 26.9
I Bandstand’s method 2.69% 2.74% 1.36% 1.28% 15.2 41.4
II 1-central-pixel 3.90% 2.38% 1.85% 1.21% 139.7 166.4
II 4-central-pixel 3.58% 3.10% 2.92% 1.73% 290.6 53.7
II 9-central-pixel 3.67% 3.45% 2.31% 1.82% 1293.5 24.7
II Bandstand’s method 3.49% 2.46% 2.11% 1.32% 19.1 62.8
III 1-central-pixel 3.43% 2.90% 2.84% 1.41% 116.2 169.1
III 4-central-pixel 3.07% 2.38% 1.67% 1.56% 270.2 55.4
III 9-central-pixel 2.58% 3.41% 1.07% 1.77% 848.8 29.2
III Bandstand’s method 2.97% 3.06% 1.19% 1.84% 18.7 54.1

4.2.1 Original microstructures

As shown in Figure 16, three distinct microstructures with large-sized morphological features are tested. The
largest inclusions in microstructure IV and microstructure V exceed the half size of training images, and the
wavy stripes in microstructure VI even penetrate through the whole training image. For microstructure IV and
microstructure V, both the proposed method with three different data templates and Bostanabad’s method are
used for statistical characterization and reconstruction. The parameters of ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model
training are listed in Table 3. The data template sizes are determined by the correlation lengths, and for a fair
comparison, data templates of the same sizes are used by Bostanabad’s method.

(a) Microstructure IV (b) Microstructure V (c) Microstructure VI

Figure 16: The 2D training images of three microstructures with long-distance correlations (image size: 200 ×
200 pixels).

Table 3: The parameters for ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model training

Microstructure Data template Template size r Unite number of each layer

Input layer Hidden layer 1 Hidden layer 2

IV 1-central-pixel 10 pixels 220 80 40
IV 4-central-pixel 10 pixels 240 80 40
IV 9-central-pixel 10 pixels 260 120 60
V 1-central-pixel 20 pixels 840 200 80
V 4-central-pixel 19 pixels 798 200 80
V 9-central-pixel 19 pixels 836 240 80

As to microstructure VI, the multi-level version of the proposed method is adopted to capture the super large
morphological features. The multi-level approach in this study is specifically developed to generate 3D porous
media samples that preserve long-distance connectivity of pore networks, and its reconstruction procedures are
described in detail in §5.2. Microstructure samples are reconstructed in three levels, and 1-, 4- and 4-central-
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pixel templates are used in the first, second and third level of reconstruction respectively, where the template
sizes are 4, 8, and 14 pixels respectively.

4.2.2 Reconstruction results

Figure 17 shows the representative reconstruction results corresponding to the three target microstructures in Fig-
ure 16. Visually, both the local morphologies and long-distance connectivities of the original microstructures are
well preserved by the reconstructed samples from the proposed method, while the performance of Bostanabad’s
method is poorer, especially for microstructure VI.

(a) 1-central-pixel case (b) 1-central-pixel case (c) Multi-level approach

(d) 4-central-pixel case (e) 4-central-pixel case (f) Multi-level approach

(g) 9-central-pixel case (h) 9-central-pixel case (i) Multi-level approach

(j) Bostanabad’s method (k) Bostanabad’s method (l) Bostanabad’s method

Figure 17: Representative reconstruction results (image size: 200×200 pixels) by using the proposed method
and Bandstand’s method.

The proposed method well captures the inclusion pattern in microstructure IV as well as its long-distance
correlation. The reconstructed samples are also statistically equivalent to the original microstructure measured
by TPCF, TPCCF and LPF, as illustrated in Figure 18, Figure 19 and Figure 20, respectively. As to Bostanabad’s
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method, it approximately captures the long-distance morphology of microstructure IV by adopting a sufficiently
large data template, but it loses local morphology information of inclusions. As shown in Figure 17, the in-
clusions in the reconstructed sample are disordered and very different from the layered pattern in the original
sample. This is because the simple decision tree model used by Bostanabad’s method cannot capture both the
local details and the long-distance morphological features at the same time. The ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier
model adopted by the proposed method is capable of preserving more comprehensively morphological features
of the microstructure.

(a) 1-central-pixel case (b) 1-central-pixel case

(c) 4-central-pixel case (d) 4-central-pixel case (e) Multi-level approach

(f) 9-central-pixel case (g) 9-central-pixel case

(h) Bostanabad’s method (i) Bostanabad’s method (j) Bostanabad’s method

Figure 18: Comparison of TPCF S2(d) between the original microstructures and the corresponding reconstructed
microstructures from the proposed method and Bandstand’s method.

The irregularly shaped inclusions in microstructure V are of different sizes, while its morphology exhibits
long-distance features. Both the stochastic nature and long-distance morphological features of microstructure V
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(a) 1-central-pixel case (b) 1-central-pixel case

(c) 4-central-pixel case (d) 4-central-pixel case (e) Multi-level approach

(f) 9-central-pixel case (g) 9-central-pixel case

(h) Bostanabad’s method (i) Bostanabad’s method (j) Bostanabad’s method

Figure 19: Comparison of TPCCF C2(d) between the original microstructures and the corresponding recon-
structed microstructures from the proposed method and Bandstand’s method.

are well preserved in the samples reconstructed from the proposed method, as shown in Figure 17, Figure 18,
Figure 19 and Figure 20. By contrast, the reconstructed samples from Bostanabad’s method cannot accurately
preserve the long-distance morphological features and as shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20, the TPCCF and
LPF of reconstructed samples are below that of the original microstructure. Compared to the ‘SSAE+Softmax’
classifier model, the decision tree model adopted by Bostanabad’s method is less effective to learn and express
the complex morphology of microstructure V.

Microstructure VI contains long wavy stripes penetrating through the whole medium, so the multi-level ver-
sion of the proposed method is used to characterize and reconstruct the microstructure in a hierarchical way. The
low-frequency (long-distance) morphology is maintained at the low level of reconstruction, and high-frequency
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(a) 1-central-pixel case (b) 1-central-pixel case

(c) 4-central-pixel case (d) 4-central-pixel case (e) Multi-level approach

(f) 9-central-pixel case (g) 9-central-pixel case

(h) Bostanabad’s method (i) Bostanabad’s method (j) Bostanabad’s method

Figure 20: Comparison of LPF L(d) between the original microstructures and the corresponding reconstructed
microstructures from the proposed method and Bandstand’s method.

details are added at the following higher levels of reconstruction. Three representative reconstructed samples
are provided in Figure 17, from which one can observe that the long-distance morphological features of mi-
crostructure VI are well preserved. The good agreements of TPCF, TPCCF and LPF between the original and
reconstructed microstructures also confirm the statistical equivalence between them, as shown in Figure 18, Fig-
ure 19 and Figure 20, respectively. As to Bostanabad’s method, it fails to capture the long-distance morphology
that is far beyond the size of the selected data template, although date templates of different sizes were tried
in this study. The disagreements of TPCCF and LPF between the original and reconstructed microstructures
also demonstrate the limitation of Bostanabad’s method in reconstructing microstructures with long-distance
correlations.
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Table 4: Average reconstruction errors in volume fraction (φ), TPCF (S2(d)), TPCCF (C2(d)), and LPF (L(d)),
as well as the average computational costs of microstructure characterization and reconstruction.

Microstructure Data template/ Method |∆φ| |∆S2(d)| |∆C2(d)| |∆L(d)| Average CPU time (s)

Characterization Reconstruction (1 sample)

IV 1-central-pixel 3.68% 3.15% 3.56% 2.40% 127.5 162.8
IV 4-central-pixel 3.35% 3.23% 2.27% 1.73% 284.0 49.6
IV 9-central-pixel 3.72% 4.19% 4.21% 3.62% 930.2 25.1
IV Bandstand’s method 3.59% 5.12% 3.94% 3.48% 17.9 46.5
V 1-central-pixel 4.28% 4.35% 5.56% 2.67% 145.7 205.4
V 4-central-pixel 4.09% 4.43% 4.69% 1.39% 255.3 52.8
V 9-central-pixel 3.84% 3.59% 4.14% 2.36% 1032.7 27.5
V Bandstand’s method 7.71% 8.04% 8.15% 4.25% 18.3 49.3
VI Multi-level approach 4.82% 5.17% 3.71% 4.51% 465.1 90.2
VI Bandstand’s method 10.31% 12.65% 32.46% 8.74% 19.2 51.4

The average reconstruction errors measured by statistical descriptors are recorded in Table 4, as well as the
average time costs of microstructure characterization and reconstruction by using different methods. The train-
ing of the ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model is generally more time-consuming than the training of the decision
tree model, but the former model adopted by the proposed methods can better learn and express the complexity
of microstructures with long-distance morphologies. Once the ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model corresponding
to a microstructure is properly trained, it can be saved for reuse. Using the 4-central-pixel data template, the
proposed method has a similar reconstruction efficiency as Bostanabad’s method, while using the 9-central-pixel
data template, the reconstruction efficiency of the proposed method gets doubled. In summary, the proposed
method has unique advantages in accurately characterizing and efficiently reconstructing heterogeneous mi-
crostructures with long-distance correlations.

5 Extension for 3D Microstructures

The methodology presented in § 2 and § 3 can be readily extended to statistically characterize and reconstruct
3D microstructures. The procedures of microstructure characterization and reconstruction are similar to that of
2D microstructures, while the main difference is on the data template. We introduce four data templates for
3D microstructures, as shown in Figure 21. The first two data templates have full neighboring voxels in cubic
space, which cover the neighboring voxels that are prior to the central voxel(s) in the raster scan order, and the
numbers of central voxels of these two templates are 1 and 8, respectively. Considering memory constraint and
computational complexity, the number of neighboring voxels in the 3D data template can be reduced. Another
two data templates with partial neighboring voxels are therefore created, and they only cover the neighboring
voxels in three orthogonal planes, as shown in Figure 21c and 21d.

Although the partial templates are used for 3D microstructure characterization and reconstruction to re-
duce the memory requirement, sometimes the size of data template has to be very large in order to capture the
largest morphological features in the training image, such as the long-distance connectivity inside the porous mi-
crostructures, which may exceed the computational capacity of ordinary computers. To overcome this limitation
and efficiently capture long-distance correlations, we propose a multiple-level reconstruction strategy, which is
explained in § 5.2.

5.1 Single-level approach

The single-level approach characterizes and reconstructs 3D microstructures in the same procedure as that of
2D microstructures, as described in Algorithm 1. Firstly, the selected 3D data template is used to scan the
entire 3D training image X to collect data events (Xijk,Nijk) or (Cijk,Nijk), and then the ‘SSAE+Softmax’
classifier model is trained to estimate the CPDF p(Xijk|Nijk) or p(Cijk|Nijk) of the 3D training image. Finally,
3D statistically equivalent samples can be generated by using the trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model
which is considered as an implicit form of CPDF p(Xijk|Nijk) or p(Cijk|Nijk). A 3D microstructure samples is
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 21: The 3D data templates (neighborhood radius r = 4 voxels): (a) 1 central voxel with full neighboring
voxels; (b) 8 central voxels with full neighboring voxels; (c) 1 central pixel with partial neighboring voxels; (d)
8 central voxels with partial neighboring voxels.

reconstructed slice by slice, and the voxels on each slice are generated in the raster scan order.

5.1.1 Original microstructures

(a) Microstructure I (b) Microstructure II (c) Microstructure III

Figure 22: The 3D training images of three microstructures with different morphological features.

In this section, three 3D microstructures with different morphological features are selected to demonstrate
the single-level approach, as shown in Figure 22. The first microstructure is a clustered isotropic nanocomposite
with silica inclusions randomly embedded in the rubber matrix. The volume fraction of silica inclusion is
9.55%, and the size of the training image is 150 × 150 × 150 voxels. The second microstructure is anisotropic,
and its morphological features in orthogonal directions are visibly different in terms of size and shape of the
secondary phase. The volume fraction of the secondary phase is 39.16%, and the image size is 100× 100× 100
voxels. The last image is a porous microstructure of synthesis silica with pore space (white phase) occupying
42.73% of the bulk volume, which has long-distance morphological features and the image size is 150 × 150
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× 150 voxels. Different data templates are used to characterize and reconstruct these microstructures, and a
set of 50 samples are generated for each case. The statistical equivalence between the original microstructures
and the reconstructed samples is evaluated by comparing different morphological descriptors, including TPCF
S2(d), TPCCF C2(d), and LPF L(d), which are all computed from the white phase in each microstructure.
The neighborhood radius of the data template is determined by the correlation length measured from the TPCF,
which can be seen in Figure 18. The parameters of the ’SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model are listed in Table 5.

Table 5: The parameters for ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model training

Microstructure Data template Template size r Unite number of each layer

Input layer Hidden layer 1 Hidden layer 2

I 1, full 7 voxels 1687 220 80
I 1, partial 7 voxels 315 100 50
II 1, partial 11 voxels 759 160 70
II 8, partial 10 voxels 1320 220 100
III 1, partial 13 voxels 1053 200 85
III 8, partial 12 voxels 1872 300 120

5.1.2 Reconstruction results

As shown in Figure 23, the three columns of images are the representative reconstructions for the three original
microstructures in Figure 22, respectively. These reconstructed samples have the same sizes as the correspond-
ing training images, and they are reconstructed by using different data templates to study the influence of data
template on microstructure reconstruction. Visual comparisons between the original microstructures and re-
constructed samples imply that the morphological features of the original microstructures, e.g. stochasticity,
anisotropy and connectivity, can be well preserved by the reconstructed samples. To evaluate the statistical
equivalence between the original microstructure and corresponding reconstructed samples, as well as to quan-
tify the variation of reconstructed samples, morphological descriptors are compared and the results are shown
in Figures 24, 25 and 26. The red intervals in Figures 24, 25 and 26 are S2(d), C2(d) and L(d) computed
from the reconstructed microstructure samples. The black solid curves are the descriptors extracted from orig-
inal microstructures, and they are all located inside the red intervals. The L2 norm error between the averages
of morphological descriptors extracted from reconstructed samples and that of the original microstructure are
usually less than 5.00% (as listed in Table 6), which confirms statistical equivalence is well preserved.

Two data templates with full and partial neighborhoods are used to reconstruct samples for the first mi-
crostructure, whose morphological features are relatively simple and in small size. Although the reconstructed
sample by using these two data templates are visually similar, the data template covering full neighborhood
generates samples with smaller errors and less variation, which can be observed from Figures 24, 25 and 26.
The data template covering partial neighborhoods can also produce samples with acceptable error and varia-
tion, and it significantly reduces the memory requirement and time cost of microstructure characterization and
reconstruction. As to the second and third microstructures, they have long-distance correlation, so the sizes of
data templates need to be large enough to capture the main morphological features. The data templates covering
partial neighborhoods are adopted to reconstruct samples for them, because these data templates require less
memory to operate. No significant difference is observed between the reconstructed samples using partial data
templates with 1 and 8 central voxel(s). The reconstructed samples are all visually similar, and the statistical
evaluations show similar accuracy level, as shown in Figures 24, 25, 26. According to Table 6, the efficiencies
of characterization and reconstruction by using different data templates show great differences. The time cost of
microstructure characterization by using 8-central-voxel template is higher than using 1-central-voxel template,
while the cost comparison for microstructure reconstruction is opposite. The trained ’SSAE+Softmax’ classifier
model can be stored for reuse, so microstructure reconstruction by using 8-central-voxel template is time-saving
in the long run.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 23: Representative results of microstructure reconstruction by using different data templates: (a) 1 central
voxel with full neighborhoods; (b) 1 central voxel with partial neighborhoods; (c) 1 central voxel with partial
neighborhoods; (d) 1 central voxel with partial neighborhoods; (e) 8 central voxels with partial neighborhoods;
(f) 8 central voxels with partial neighborhoods.

Table 6: Average reconstruction errors of volume fraction (φ), TPCF (S2(d)), TPCCF (C2(d)), and LPF (L(d)),
as well as the average computational costs of microstructure characterization and reconstruction.

Microstructure (Data template) |∆φ| |∆S2(d)| |∆C2(r)| |∆L(d)| Average CPU time (s)

Characterization Reconstruction (1 sample)

I (1, full) 2.25% 2.02% 1.85% 1.21% 10142.2 8029.4
I (1, partial) 2.83% 2.89% 2.49% 2.31% 3669.0 7783.9
II (1, partial) 4.35% 4.77% 4.77% 4.59% 4202.7 3038.4
II (8, partial) 4.07% 4.07% 4.06% 3.88% 6329.4 819.8
III (1, partial) 4.65% 4.58% 4.58% 4.68% 5068.8 8077.4
III (8, partial) 4.88% 4.45% 4.46% 4.23% 12142.5 1809.4

5.2 Multi-level approach

The single-level approach captures the morphological features of microstructures by using data templates of suf-
ficiently large sizes. However, due to limitations in computer memory and computing power, it may not be ade-
quate to capture the long-distance connectivity of the complicated pore network within such pore microstructure
as sandstone. In this section, we solve this problem by using a multi-level image pyramid, where the large-scale
morphological features can be represented more compactly by using a data template with a smaller size at the
lower image pyramid level. The multi-level approach is particularly developed to characterize and reconstruct
porous microstructures with long-distance connectivity.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 24: Comparison of TPCF S2(d) between the original and reconstructed microstructures: (a) 1 central
voxel with full neighborhoods; (b) 1 central voxel with partial neighborhoods; (c) 1 central voxel with partial
neighborhoods; (d) 1 central voxel with partial neighborhoods; (e) 8 central voxels with partial neighborhoods;
(f) 8 central voxels with partial neighborhoods.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 25: Comparison of TPCCF C2(d) between the original and reconstructed microstructures: (a) 1 central
voxel with full neighborhoods; (b) 1 central voxel with partial neighborhoods; (c) 1 central voxel with partial
neighborhoods; (d) 1 central voxel with partial neighborhoods; (e) 8 central voxels with partial neighborhoods;
(f) 8 central voxels with partial neighborhoods.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 26: Comparison of LPF L(d) between the original and reconstructed microstructures: (a) 1 central
voxel with full neighborhoods; (b) 1 central voxel with partial neighborhoods; (c) 1 central voxel with partial
neighborhoods; (d) 1 central voxel with partial neighborhoods; (e) 8 central voxels with partial neighborhoods;
(f) 8 central voxels with partial neighborhoods.

The three-level approach is taken as an example to explain the procedures to statistically characterize and
reconstruct 3D microstructures in a multi-level manner. First, a 3D Gaussian pyramid (Burt and Adelson, 1983)
is built in three levels for the original microstructure. The three-level image pyramid plays as the training images
for microstructure characterization and reconstruction at different levels, which can be denoted as Xhigh, Xmiddle,
and Xlow, respectively. Then, for the first level, Xlow is used as the training image, and an ‘SSAE+Softmax’
classifier model Mlow is trained to learn the morphological features of Xlow by using a selected data template.
Based on the fitted ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model Mlow, a microstructure sample Ylow can be generated at
the lowest level. Basically, the microstructure characterization and reconstruction at the first level is the same as
the single-level approach. Next, for the second level, Xmiddle and Xlow are used together to serve as the training
images. The only modification is that each set of neighboring voxels N not only contains the neighboring
voxels in current level but also covers the neighboring voxels and central voxel(s) in the lower level, in order
to maintain the morphological consistency between Xmiddle and Xlow. The second ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier
model Mmiddle is trained by using the collected training data, based on which a microstructure sample Ymiddle

can be produced conditional to the reconstructed sample Ylow at the lower level. Finally, as to the third level,
the procedures are the same as that of the second level, where an ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model Mhigh at
the highest level is trained based on Xhigh and Xmiddle, after which the final microstructure sample Yhigh can be
reconstructed conditional to Ymiddle.

In summary, the multi-level approach statistically characterizes and reconstructs microstructures in a hi-
erarchical way, where the low-frequency (long-distance) morphological features are captured at a lower level,
conditional to which the high-frequency details are added at the higher levels. The same procedures can also
be used to characterize and reconstruct 2D microstructures with long-distance correlations, as discussed in §4.2.
The algorithmic workflow of the multi-level approach is summarized in Algorithm 2, and a schematic illustration
is provided in Figure 28.
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Algorithm 2: Stochastic characterization and reconstruction of 3D heterogeneous microstructures us-
ing the three-level approach

Microstructure Characterization:
Data: The Gaussian pyramid with three levels playing as the training images Xlow, Xmiddle, and Xhigh;
Data: The selected data templates DTlow, DTmiddle, and DThigh for different levels.
Collect the data events (Clow,Nlow) from the training image Xlow by using the data template DTlow ,
and then train the ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model Mlow;

Collect the data events (Cmiddle,Nmiddle + Nlow + Clow) from the training image Xmiddle and Xlow by
using the data templates DTmiddle and DTlow, and then train the ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model
Mmiddle;

Collect the data events (Chigh,Nhigh + Nmiddle + Cmiddle) from the training image Xhigh and Xmiddle

by using the data templates DThigh and DTmiddle, and then train the ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model
Mhigh;

Result: The trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier models Mlow, Mmiddle and Mhigh.

Microstructure Reconstruction:
Data: The trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier models Mlow, Mmiddle and Mhigh;
Data: The selected data templates DTlow, DTmiddle, and DThigh for different levels.
Reconstruct the first-level microstructure Ylow based on the trained ‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model
Mlow;

Conditional to Ylow, reconstruct the second-level microstructure Ymiddle based on the trained
‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model Mmiddle;

Conditional to Ymiddle, reconstruct the third-level microstructure Yhigh based on the trained
‘SSAE+Softmax’ classifier model Mhigh;

Result: A statistically equivalent reconstructed microstructure sample Yhigh.

5.2.1 Original microstructures

Fontainebleau sandstone is chosen to test the performance of the proposed multi-level approach to statistically
characterize and reconstruct pore microstructures, and its reconstruction results are also compared with that
of Bostanabad’s method (Bostanabad et al., 2016a,b). Fontainebleau sandstone (Øren and Bakke, 2002) is an
isotropic porous medium, which is often used as the reference standard for validating models of porous media due
to its special properties. It consists of mono-crystalline quartz grains with an average size of about 200 µm and
it does not contain clay, inside which only inter-granular porosity exists. A group of 3D digital microstructures
(resolution: 5.7µm) of three Fontainebleau sandstone samples are used, whose porosities are 15.6%, 20.9%, and
24.5%, respectively (Berg, 2014). The digital microstructures are shown in Figure 27, where the white region
denotes the pore space and the black region denotes the solid matrix. These digital microstructures are used as
training images for stochastic characterization and reconstruction.

The three-level approach is used to characterize and reconstruct the microstructures of Fontainebleau sand-
stones, to capture the long-distance connectivity as well as the geometrical complexity of the pore networks.
For the first level, the data template DTlow covering 1 central voxel and partial neighboring voxels is selected,
and the radius of DTlow is 7 voxels which can be measured from the TPCFs S2(d) of the training images Xlow.
As to the second level, the training images Xmiddle become finner than Xlow, and the data template DTmiddle

covering 8 central voxels and partial neighboring voxels is chosen, because 8 voxels in the 3D image of current
level covers the same domain of 1 voxel in the 3D image of the lower level. Limited by the computing capacity,
the radius of DTmiddle is also 7 voxels in this study. For the third level, the data template DThigh covering 8
central voxels and partial neighboring voxels is used, and the radius of DThigh is set to be 6 voxels. In additional,
the data template with partial neighborhoods is use for Bostanabad’s method, and the size of data template is
determined by the correlation length.
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(a) φ =15.6% (b) φ =20.9% (c) φ =24.5%

Figure 27: The 3D training images (320×320×320) of Fontainebleau sandstone microstructures with different
porosities φ.

Figure 28: Schematic diagram of microstructure characterization and reconstruction using three-level approach.
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5.2.2 Reconstruction results

For each Fontainebleau sandstone sample, a group of 30 microstructure samples are reconstructed by the pro-
posed multi-level approach and Bostanabad’s method individually, and representative reconstruction results are
shown in Figure 29. The Fontainebleau sandstone sample with the porosity of 24.5% is taken as the example
to illustrate the characterization and reconstruction procedure in Figure 28. The Gaussian pyramid with three
levels is used as the training images, where the training image is half sized from the high level to lower levels
with the main morphology maintained. At the low level, the long-distance morphology is captured compactly by
using a data template of a relatively small size. Conditional to the reconstruction result at the low level, morpho-
logical details are added to the reconstruction at the middle level, which makes the reconstruction result much
closer to the original microstructure, especially in terms of the local connectivity between isolated pores. After
adding more high-frequency morphology features at the highest level, the final reconstruction result becomes
visually indistinguishable compared to the original microstructure. By contrast, the reconstructed samples from
Bostanabad’s method have smaller pores and less pore connectivity, as shown in Figure 29.

(a) φ =15.6% (b) φ =20.9% (c) φ =24.5%

(d) φ =15.6% (e) φ =20.9% (f) φ =24.5%

Figure 29: The representative reconstruction results (320×320×320) for Fontainebleau sandstone samples by
using different methods: (a)∼(c) the proposed multi-level approach and (d)∼(f) Bostanabad’s method.

Statistical equivalence between the original and reconstructed microstructures is accessed by TPCF, as shown
in Figure 30. Both the proposed multi-level approach and Bostanabad’s method show good performance to
maintain the stochastic features of original microstructures, but the multi-level approach has higher accuracy in
reconstructing samples in terms of TPCF. Pore size distribution (PSD) P (D) (Lindquist et al., 2000) is used to
evaluate the reconstruction results from the angle of pore geometry, and it measures the distribution of equiv-
alent diameters D of pore bodies. In Figure 31, the black solid curve is the PSD extracted from the original
microstructure, while the red and blue dashed curves are the average results of PSDs calculated from 30 re-
constructed samples. Bostanabad’s method tends to generate smaller pores inside the reconstructed samples
compared to the pores inside the original microstructures, and pore geometry information at large scale are not
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fully captured. The proposed multi-level approach is however able to accurately capture the geometry infor-
mation of both small and large pores, which is confirmed by the good agreements of PSDs extracted from the
reconstructed and original microstructures. Total fraction of percolating cells (TFPC) T3(L) (Øren and Bakke,
2002) measures topology information of pore network, which reflects the connectivity characteristics of porous
media. As shown in Figure 32, the average TFPCs extracted from the 30 samples reconstructed by Bostanabad’s
method are just below the reference TFPCs, especially at long distance, which means the reconstructed samples
have worse pore connectivity compared to the original microstructure. However, the long-distance connectivity
of pore network is well preserved in the samples reconstructed by the proposed multi-level approach, which is
confirmed by the good matches of TFPCs between the original and reconstructed microstructures. In general, the
proposed multi-level approach is very powerful to capture the morphological features of porous microstructures
with long-distance connectivity.

(a) φ =15.6% (b) φ =20.9% (c) φ =24.5%

(d) φ =15.6% (e) φ =20.9% (f) φ =24.5%

Figure 30: Comparison of TPCF S2(d) between the original and reconstructed microstructures from different
methods: (a)∼(c) the proposed multi-level approach and (d)∼(f) Bostanabad’s method.

(a) φ =15.6% (b) φ =20.9% (c) φ =24.5%

Figure 31: Comparison of PSD P (D) between the original and reconstructed microstructures.

5.2.3 Transport properties

In this section, transport properties, including intrinsic permeability and diffusional tortuosity factor, are com-
pared between the original and reconstructed microstructures to assess the reconstruction quality. Both intrinsic
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(a) φ =15.6% (b) φ =20.9% (c) φ =24.5%

Figure 32: Comparison of TFPC T3(L) between the original and reconstructed microstructures.

permeability and diffusional tortuosity factor are directly related to geometrical attributes of the porous mi-
crostructure, such as porosity, specific surface area, and pore/throat size distribution (Berg, 2014; Cooper et al.,
2016). Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) (Krüger et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2020) and Finite Difference Method
(FDM) (LeVeque, 2007) are adopted to evaluate the permeability and tortuosity factor through open-source
solvers: Palabos (Degruyter et al., 2010) and TauFactor (Cooper et al., 2016), respectively. These two open-
source solvers are widely used by the research community of porous media, where pore-scale simulations of
fluid flow and molecular diffusion can be directly performed on the digital microstructures by using the voxels
as the mesh elements, and they have good flexibility to work with complex geometries.

The LBM is used to simulate a single-phase fluid flow with low Reynolds number (Re� 1) passing through
a porous medium under a constant pressure gradient. When the fluid flow reaches a steady state, it can be
described by Darcy’s law, and the intrinsic permeability κ of the porous medium is quantified by the following
equation:

κ = − µ

∇p
〈u〉 (21)

where ∇p is the pressure gradient along the direction of fluid flow, µ is the dynamic viscosity of fluid, and 〈u〉
denotes the average fluid velocity across the simulation domain.

The FDM is adopted to simulate the steady diffusive flow through a porous medium under a constant concen-
tration gradient. Compared to the free diffusion without geometry constraint, the diffusive transport through the
porous medium is remarkably decreased because of the convolutions of the flow paths inside the porous medium.
The steady-state diffusive flow is described by the Fick’s first law, and the decrease of diffusive transport in a
porous medium is quantified by tortuosity factor τ (Grathwohl, 2012):

J = −De∇C (22)

De = D
φ

τ
(23)

where J denotes the diffusion flux vector, De is the effective diffusivity, ∇C is the concentration gradient, D is
the intrinsic diffusivity of the conductive phase (gas or liquid) filling the pores, and φ is porosity.

Performing LBM simulations on both the original and reconstructed microstructures of Fontainebleau sand-
stones, we obtain the velocity fields of fluid flow at steady states, as shown in Figure 33. Driven by the same
pressure gradient, the flow velocity magnitude range inside the microstructure reconstructed from the multi-
level approach is close to that inside the original microstructure. As to the microstructure reconstructed from
Bostanabad’s method, it has a smaller velocity magnitude and fewer flow streamlines. The permeability re-
sults evaluated from LBM simulations are recorded in Figure 35a. It can be observed that the permeabilities of
the samples reconstructed from the multi-level approach fluctuate around the reference values (red stars). The
average permeability value of each group of 30 reconstructed samples is close to the corresponding reference
permeability, with the average error less than 5.00%. The presence of permeability variation in reconstructed
samples is expected, because these reconstructed samples are generated from probability sampling and they sta-
tistically represent the heterogeneous nature of the concerned microstructures. However, Bostanabad’s method
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 33: The fluid velocity fields at steady state obtained from LBM simulations: (a) Original microstructure
(φ = 24.5%); (b) The representative microstructure (φ = 24.5%) reconstructed from the multi-level approach;
(c) The representative microstructure (φ = 24.5%) reconstructed from Bostanabad’s method.

fails to preserve the intrinsic permeabilities of original microstructures, and the reconstructed samples generally
have significantly smaller permeabilities compared to the reference values, with errors ranging from -79.70% to
-36.10%.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 34: The flux density fields at steady state obtained from FDM simulations: (a) Original microstructure
(φ = 24.5%); (b) The representative microstructure (φ = 24.5%) reconstructed from the multi-level approach;
(c) The representative microstructure (φ = 24.5%) reconstructed from Bostanabad’s method.

(a) Intrisinc permeability (b) Diffusional tortuosity factor

Figure 35: The comparison of transport properties between the original and reconstructed microstructures.
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FDM simulations are applied to both the original and reconstructed microstructures, from which the steady-
state flux density fields of diffusion are acquired. As shown in Figure 34, the output flux from the sample
reconstructed by the multi-level method is close to that from the original microstructure, under the same con-
centrate gradient. But the reconstructed microstructure from Bostanabad’s method outputs much less diffusional
flux, compared to the original one. Tortuosity factors are evaluated from the steady-state flux density fields (as
plotted in Figure 35b), which quantify the retarding effects of microstructures on diffusion. Again, the tortuosity
factors of reconstructed samples from the multi-level method are located around the reference values, with the
average errors smaller than 5.00%. However, Bostanabad’s method is not able to maintain the tortuosity factors
of original microstructures, and the tortuosity factors of its reconstructed sample are 25.80% to 186.70% larger
than the reference values. In summary, the proposed multi-level approach shows excellent performance to statis-
tically preserve the transport properties of porous media, and the reconstructed samples can be used for relevant
researches.

6 Conclusions

The main contribution of this study is to present a versatile method that can accurately characterize and efficiently
reconstruct heterogeneous microstructures using deep neural network (DNN), and it only requires one (or a
few) real microstructure(s) to serve as the training image(s). The most prominent advantage of this method
is its powerful capacity to capture long-distance morphological features, which overcomes the short-distance
limitation of many MRF-based methods.

Specifically, the digital microstructure image is treated as an extended Markov random field (MRF), in
order to improve microstructure characterization quality and reconstruction speed. Different data templates are
designed to collect data events (local morphology patterns) from the target image, and these data events are used
as training data to fit an ‘SSAE+Softmax’ model for the microstructure characterization purpose. In essence, the
fitted ‘SSAE+Softmax’ model is an implicit representation of the conditional probability distribution function
of pixels/voxels in the target image, from which statistically equivalent microstructure samples can be generated
through a specific reconstruction procedure. Moreover, a multi-level approach is developed for microstructures
with long-distance correlations, where microstructure characterization and reconstruction are carried out in a
hierarchical manner, to avoid the short-distance limitation inherent in the MRF assumption.

The new method is tested on both 2D and 3D microstructures with distinct morphologies, and reconstruction
qualities are evaluated through comparisons between target and reconstructed microstructures, in terms of sta-
tistical information, geometrical attribute, topological feature and transport properties. The comparisons show
excellent consistency, and the statistical equivalence, morphological similarity and transport properties are all
well preserved by the reconstructed microstructure samples. In general, the proposed method is applicable to a
variety of microstructures, especially suitable for microstructures with long-distance morphological features. It
is also flexible to balance the computation memory requirement and reconstruction speed by choosing different
data templates or switching between single-level and multi-level approach. It is noted that the proposed method
can be readily extended for heterogeneous media with multiple phases, although only two-phase microstructures
are involved in this work.
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